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NOTE 

The information contained in this document gives not more than a 

brief outline of the present situation of the construction and building 

•aterials industry in Tunisia.    It  is based on limited information 

•upplied by the Tunisian Government.    The document by no means provides 

a complete description of Tunisia's industrial  potential  m this sector 

or of the sector'B development. 

The mam purpose of this note is therefore merely to provide 

participants in the Promotion Week with an over-all picture of the 

industry,  so that they may be able to identify the spheres in which 

ce-operation with the Tunisian parties concerned might be of interest. 

laturally, any  further information desired will be made available 

to those concerned by  the Tunisian authorities and firms. 

further mforaation on specific projects  m this sector is provided 

int 

w/m, 35/21 

»/IB. 35/23 

n/to. 35/24 

m/to.35/25 

H/*». 35/26 

D^«.35/2T 

•«Tentative Data on Factory for the Manufactur« of 

Expanded Clay Tiles" 

"Tentative Data on a Factory for the Manufactur« 

of Ceramic Tiles" 

»Tentative Data on Project  for the Enlargement of 

Factory for Earthenware Tile» at Tabarka" 

••Tentative Data on Expansion of the Brick Works at 

Mab*ulM 

«Tentative Data on Refractory Brick Product ion at 

Tabarka" 

Tentative Data on Factory for tk« Manufactur« öf 

Bartbenware Pipet" 
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I.       INTRODUCTION 

1»      The purpose of the Investment Promotion Week for Industry is to 

achieve concrete results in each branch  of Tunisian  industry as a 

result of direct contact established between  foreign firms and Tunisian 

firms  or  project  promoters. 

2. The mam objective of the contacts to be established  m the 

construction and building materials  industry  sector  is  to determine 

the possibilities for collaboration between existing Tunisian firms and 

foreign firms from whose experience, know-how and knowledge of  inter- 

national market requirements the  former could  benefit.    This collaboration 

may take various forms,   ranging from assistance m  the  identification of 

new industrial projects to the development  of sub-contracting operation«, 

or to the  installation by the  foreign firm of production units directed 

exclusively towards  export markets. 

3. The purpose of this note  is  first and  foremost to supply the foreign 

participant with some  background  information on the industry as  it exists 

to help him determine  the direction and scope of his contacts with his 

potential Tunisian partners. 

II.      GENERAL INFORMATION 

4*      To obtain an idea of the rate of growth of the construction and 

building materials sector,  it can be noted  that the demand for cement 

increased by 11$ per annum between I961 and  I967.    An increase of 8£ 

par annum is anticipated for the period I968 to 1972. 
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I«  ftrfftt« for production capacity in the various typte of construction 

and building materials suggested by the Planning Committee responsible 

for examining this sector of industry were as follows: 

jtfldinf materials 

Marble 

Cement 

Concrete pipes 

Lime 

Plaster 

Sanitary ware 

Ceramic tiles 

Mosaic cement tiles 

Decorated tiles 

Expanded clay tiles 

Earthenware tiles 

Refractory bricks 

Clay for tilee and bricks 

Related industries 

Asphalt 

Bitumen 

Reinforcing bara 

Paints 

Sheet glass (security typ«) 

Stest glass (mosaio type) 

im 
900 M3 

470,000 Mi' 

no data 

170,000 MT 

20,000 MT 

1,800 MT 

990,000 M2 

no data 

no data 

250,000 M2 

no data 

220,000 MT 

50,000 NT 

4,450 MT 

1972 

6,000 M3 

930,000 MT 

no estimate 

224,000 MT 

20,000 MT 

6,000 MT 

360,000 M2 

1,500,000 M2 

100,000 M2 

2/0,000 M2 

600,000 M2 

6,000 MT 

350,000 MT 

20,000 MT 

6,000 MT 

no estimate 

no estimate 

>£ swt it-^ 

60,000 M- 
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III.  INFORMATION ON SPECIFIC PRODUCTS 

Local consumption of marble was estimated at 4,400 M3 in I968 and 

60* «as imported. Local production was 2,500 M3 and 740 M3 was exported. 

The plan is to increase output to 6,000 M3 by 1972 of which 2,920 M3 

would be exported. 

The two major producers recently combined to form a company called 

»Lee Marbles de Tunisie». The planned increase in the capacity of their 

factory at Megrine will help to meet the higher production target set for 

1972. 

(b) Cement 

Local demand for cement increased from 320,000 metric tons in I964 to 

520,000 metric tons in 1968. By 1972 demand is expected to be of the order 

of 680,000 metric tons. Although Tunisia exported as much as 140,000 

metric tons of cement in I964, exports have been at a much lower level in 

recent years because local demand has absorbed most of the production 

available. 

There are two cement manufacturing plants in Tunisia at present - 

Ciments Artificiel Tunisiens (CAT), which produced 415,000 tons in 1968, 

and the Cements Portland de Bizertey (CPB) which produced 185,000 tons in 

I968. The total capacity of about 600,000 metric tons is expected to 

increase to about 845,000 metric tons in I969 and 930,000 metric tons in 

I972, with the addition of a new kiln by CAT and a small expansion at CPB. 

No specific projects are proposed to foreign investors. 

(c) Concrete pipes 

No information was provided. 

(d) Lime and Plaster 

Local  production is expected to be sufficient to Mtt demnd. 

(e) Sanitary ware 

The plant of the company - Manufacture Tunisienne de Céramique (MTC) 

at Bizerte has a capacity of 1f800 MT per annum. The Tunisian market at 

present is estimated at 1,000 MT per annum, and full utilisation of the 

existing plant and future expansion will depend on exports to neighbouring 

and other countries. 

At present the raw materials are imported. 
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(f) Ceramic tiles 

A project to replace existing importa is described in ID/wa.35/23. 

The suggested capacity is 175,000 M2 or 360,000 M2. 

(g) Mosaic cement tiles 

listing plants were able to supply 90jg of local demand in I968. 

Production 18 expected to riso to the target  figure suggested for I972 

a« a result of the construction of three new plants in I969. 

(h) Decorated tiles 

The Development Plan envisages a plant to produce  100,000 M2 of 

decorated tiles (Carreaux de facence - décor). 

(i) Expanded cla.v tiles 

A plant  to manufacture 270,OOO M2 (5,40O tons) per annum of expand«! 

clay tiles is proposed.    Por further details  see U>/W0.35/21. 

(j) Earthenware  tiles 

Plans are to expand the capacity of the existing plant of Paincerie. 

Tunisiennes from 2*),000 M2 to 600,000 M2 per annum. Por further detail. 
aee ID/WG. 35/24. 

(k) Refractory bricks 

The 1969-72 Development PI« envisage, the construction of the first 

f*»i.ian plant to manufacture refractory bricks at Tabarka with a capacity 

Of 6,000 m per annum.    For further details of this project see ID/WO.35/26. 

M Cl»* for tUsa and brink« 

Production of clay (terra cotta)   m  I968 was 23;>,00O ton. of which 

50,000 ton. were exported.     The target  output  of 3^0,000  tons  for 1972 
include. .Iport. of 6%000 tonB prxncipally %0 ^^    ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Plant. will  be expanded to meet the growth 1.. demand which will  result fro« 

the new production facilities planned for refractory brick, and expanded 

clay tile, and inereaaad output of other bricks and til... 

(•) Aophalt 

Pr#a«it con.tt.ptio« U eertiamted at 5,000 WT per anni», all of U 

t-ported.    By 1972 demand is expect* t    reach 20,000 Wt. 

(•) 1*1 

,  J^T% *mmm9U&* °f ift*"*"*l •* ¿i"ctly distilled Wwjfci U 
1,300 Iff per mmm.    w, 1972 émm« i. «j^fd to r-s« 5,0» »f. 
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(») foinforoInfi bar« 

50,000 MT per annum » 1967. No forecast was mad. for 1972 w _„,„, t 

•uppiiee ehouid he avaUaole from the iocai steel plant. 

(0) Paints 

Demand in 1967 was estimated at A  d'io MT •>~ 

»ade for l972. ** *"""•    N° f°reCMt WM 

(P) Sheet glass 

.ce Îi'^Vr Pr0dUCÌng Pllin fUt 8hMt gUM - bee" -» oo„.id,r.tion 

North African market for this product is about 9,300 MT. 

auvvi.  glass will be as follows by 1972: 

Security type   -  36.000 M3 

Mosaic type    -  60,000 M3 






